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Abstract 

The change from metallic to insulating states is one of the most dramatic transitions that 

solids undergo on cooling or chemical doping. Many materials display this transition, but only a 

handful have the right combination of crystal structure and physical properties to serve as model 

systems. V02 is one of those materials. Using Mo as a chemical dopant in V02, we find 

unanticipated phenomenology for both the electronic and structural characteristics of the 

resulting insulator to metal transition. The results support a complex, previously proposed 

scenario involving the coexistence of both electron repulsion and electron pairing for yielding an 

insulator in V02, but not simply; many issues are raised about local versus itinerant behavior and 

structure-property correlations in this most iconic of doped correlated electron systems. 



Introduction 

Materials that should be metallic conductors by simple electron counting and yet are 

electrical insulators have been of interest for decades as embodiments of strong electron-electron 

3and electron-lattice interactions in solids l
. • Among the most iconic of such materials is V02, a 

compound whose Rutile crystal structure is based on chains of edge-sharing V06 octahedra. V02 

undergoes a metal to insulator transition on cooling through 340 K, accompanied by a structural 

6transition from tetragonal to monoclinic symmetry driven by v-v pairing along the chains4- • 

The V-V pairs are a classical example of a Peierls distortion7
, and localize the 3i electrons on 

neighboring vanadium ions to form non-magnetic spin singlets. There are weaker electronic 

interactions perpendicular to the chains, and it is in this direction that the electron-electron 

repulsion central to Mott physics is postulated by some to be important in yielding the insulating 

state (e.g. ref. 8). This transition in V02 was first addressed theoretically in the 1970s, with 

arguments both for and against a pure Peierls picture for the origin of the insulator even at that 

9 13early stage5
. • • The current understanding of V02 is that neither the Mott-Hubbard state, in 

which Coulombic repulsion between electrons attempting to occupy the same site introduces an 

energy gap, nor the Peierls state, in which electrons on neighboring sites form localized spin 

singlets through metal-metal pairing, is alone sufficient to explain the insulating phase (e.g. refs. 

8, 14-21). 

Here we report the electronic and magnetic characteristics of the doping-induced 

insulator to metal transition in V1.xMox02. Mo02 is nonmagnetic and isostructural with 

24monoclinic V02 at room temperature and is metallic, with one extra electron per metal site22. . 

We find that electron doping of V02 through partial Mo substitution first results in the formation 

of Curie-Weiss magnetic states; the doped system is insulating at low temperatures at 



compositions where these magnetic states are largest in proportion. The Curie-Weiss states then 

partially delocalize on continued doping to form an intermediate mass metal with substantial 

magnetic character that evolves in an unexpected fashion with electron count. Diffraction 

evidence reveals that short range ordered V-V pairs are present even in metallic VI-xMox02, 

implying that the Peierls state and spin singlets still exist locally even though the material is 

metallic. The results support the Mott-Peierls scenario for the behavior of V02, but also suggest 

that V02, the test-bed of theoretical models for the metal insulator transition, can now 

serve to investigate modern issues concerning the competition between localized and itinerant 

states in correlated electron materials. 

Results 

The room temperature crystallographic cell parameters for the VI-xMox02 solid solution 

are shown in Fig. 1 a. A change from monoclinic to tetragonal symmetry marks the I-M transition 

near VO.96Moo.0402 at room temperature. Although the cell dimension (a) perpendicular to the 

chains in the tetragonal phase varies linearly with x, the c-axis cell parameter, which defines the 

unit cell along chain direction, shows a broad maximum near Vo.sMOO.20 2. This behavior 

reflects subtle changes in the internal structure and electronic properties of the system, described 

further below. 

The temperature dependent resistivities measured on polycrystalline samples (Fig. I c) 

show sharp increases on cooling through the M-J transitions, which are suppressed to lower 

temperatures as Mo doping increases, consistent with previous reports25,26. A fully metallic state 

exists to low temperatures for x > 0.20 (inset Fig. 1 b). A diffuse, weak resistive transition 

indicative of some carrier localization is seen for compositions near x 0.25; for x> 0.25, 

monotonic metallic behavior is observed. 
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The temperature dependent magnetic susceptibilities (Fig. 2) are a more quantitative 

indication of the evolution of the VI-xMox02 electronic system with doping. Fig. 2a shows the 

susceptibilities through the M-l transition at lower x, and 2b the susceptibilities for x > 0.20, in 

the fully metallic regime. The data are consistent with earlier measurements for x < 0.20, which 

were made to minimum temperatures of 77 K25. Pure V02 displays a very sharp drop in 

susceptibility to a low, temperature independent value below the M-I transition at 340 K (Fig. 

2a), due to the gapping of the Fermi surface and the formation of spin singlets at the M-I 

transition. The M-I transition temperatures, decrease with increasing x, and the sharp transition 

broadens in temperature for x= 0.18, the highest composition for which insulating behavior is 

present to low temperatures. 

The magnetic susceptibilities become smoothly varying with temperature for the Vl

xMOx02 metallic compositions, x 0.20 (Fig. 2b). A broad decrease in susceptibility is seen on 

cooling through 150-100 K in the metallic phases, which becomes washed out for x ?: 0.35 in 

part due to a decrease in the high temperature susceptibility. The susceptibility at 250 K (X250, 

inset, Fig 2b) shows a sharp increase at x=0.07, marking the I-M transition, but, in the metallic 

phase itself, X2so decreases smoothly with increasing Mo content. This would not be observed for 

a system where electrons are introduced an ordinary insulator: in that case the electronic 

density of states and therefore the temperature independent susceptibility should increase with 

increasing doping. 

A Curie-Weiss contribution to the susceptibilities is present at low temperatures for all 

V l-xMox02 compositions (Figs. 2a and 2b). The low temperature "Curie tail" is very small in 

pure V02 and the low doping region (x < 0.09). It then systematically increases until it represents 

a major contribution to the susceptibility even for the compositions that are fully metallic to the 



lowest temperatures. We performed quantitative analysis of this data through fits of the 

susceptibility below 40K (Figs. 2c and 2d) to the Curie-Weiss law X C/(T+ Ow) + Xo, where C is 

the Curie constant, Ow the Weiss temperature, and XO the temperature independent part of the low 

temperature susceptibility. The composition dependence of xo (inset Fig. 2b) shows a broad 

maximum near x=O.3. 

The low temperature specific heats for the V l-xMox02 system are shown in Figure 3a. 

With the exception of the lowest temperatures for some compositions, the specific heat behaves 

as Cp yT + pT~. Fits to the linear portion of Cp/T vs. T2 give the electronic (y) and lattice (P) 

contributions to the specific heat. The p values yield Oebye temperatures in the range of 470-630 

K. Y increases dramatically with Mo doping, from approximately I mJ/molK2 for pure V02 to a 

maximum value of about 16 mJ/molK2 at VO.7sMoo.2S02. It then decreases, to about 10 mJ/molK2 

by V0.50MOO.S002. This behavior is consistent with the trend in Xo. The low temperature upturns in 

the specific heat seen in Fig 3 can be attributed to fluctuations of the magnetic species that give 

rise to the Curie-like contributions to the magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures. 

Figure 4 shows the x-dependence of the electronic contribution to the specific heat 

and the effective moments per formula unit (Pen) obtained from the low temperature Curie-Weiss 

fits. A dramatic maximum in Peff per formula unit is seen near 15% Mo doping, followed by a 

clear minimum and then a smooth increase with increasing x. The maximum in pelT occurs just 

below the doping level where the system becomes metallic to low temperatures. At 

same time, y displays a broad maximum occurring in the composition region where the lowest 

Peff is found in the metallic phase, and xo is largest, near 25% molybdenum doping. 

Comparison of y to the temperature-independent contribution to the low temperature 

susceptibility, XO, (Fig. 2b inset) allows an estimate of the Wilson rati027,28, which is 



approximately 1.7 and independent of composition in the metallic phase. This indicates the 

presence of spin enhanced paramagnetism at low temperatures in the metallic regime. We 

conclude from these observations that metallic V l-xMox02 is a correlated electron system, as has 

21been argued for the high temperature metallic phase OfV02 ,29. 

A small fraction of crystallographic defects is always present in these phases, even for 

V02 itself. These defects in V02 give rise to a very weak Curie Weiss contribution to the 

susceptibility at low temperatures (Fig. 2a). These localized magnetic defects have been 

observed by EPR in pure V02
30 and attributed to the fact that one spin Y2 moment is released per 

defect-broken V-V singlet pair. Because the Mo ion does not have a local magnetic moment, the 

susceptibilities reflect the intrinsic behavior of the electron-doped V02 system (in the presence 

of disorder from the doped Mo). The doping introduces Curie-Weiss moments in Vl-xMox02 that 

increase in proportion with increasing x. The Weiss temperatures Ow are antiferromagnetic and 

small, indicating very weak interactions between the magnetic species present. Our electron 

diffraction studies showed the presence of no short range or long range Mo-V ordering in VI_ 

xMOx02, and therefore that there is a random distribution of Mo and V in the metal sites. This 

allows the fraction of Mo-V, Mo-Mo and V-V pairs to be calculated statistically as a function of 

composition. If a local moment picture holds for the whole VI-xMox02 solid solution, then each 

Mo-V pair created on doping would break a spin singlet and release one spin Y2 moment, while 

the V-V and Mo-Mo pairs would be nonmagnetic. The inset to Fig. 4a presents the observed 

effective moment per V -Mo pair as a function of composition. Mo doping decreases the defect

induced moment per V -Mo pair at low x, but then, for compositions above x=O.I, where the 

doping-induced magnetic species dominate the low temperature susceptibility, the effective 

moment per V-Mo pair sharply increases, peaking near 0.7 IlB at the composition VO.85MoO.1S02. 



It then drops sharply to a lower but still significant value that then increases weakly with 

composition for higher x. If broken singlets were the origin of the observed Curie Weiss 

moments in V l-xMox02, then peff per Mo-V pair would be independent of composition and equal 

to the spin Y2 value of 1.7 !lB. This is clearly not the case, indicating that a purely local picture, 

attributing the observed moments to broken singlets in V!_xMOx02 is not valid. 

In the Peierls-Mott scenario for the M-I transition in V02, the formation of the V-V pairs 

lifts the t2g orbital degeneracy and results in a half-filled electronic band, and, consequently, a 

Mott-Hubbard insulator. In this picture, a doping-induced 100M transition would arise primarily 

due to the introduction of electrons into the Mott-Hubbard band, with only secondary influence 

the electronic states associated with the V-V pairs. To test this idea, we have determined, by high 

resolution synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction, the room temperature crystal structures for V1_ 

xMOx02 in the metallic composition regime. We find that the average crystal structures of the 

metallic V!-xMox0 2 phases are rigorously tetragonal (P42/mnm), with no peak splitting that 

would suggest a lowering of symmetry. We also find, however, that the ideal tetragonal Rutile 

crystal structure, which has a uniform, single M-M distance along the chains, and therefore no 

M-M pairing, does not provide a satisfactory agreement between observed and calculated X-ray 

diffraction intensities. We find instead that the metals are displaced significantly from the ideal 

Rutile sites (2a(O,O,O)) along the chain directions. This displacement (to positions 4e(O,O,z)) 

splits each ideal Rutile metal site into two sites displaced ± z along the chain directions, with 

each site half-occupied statistically in the average structure. The metal displacement from the 

ideal site is highly significant for the whole series, with a refined value of, for example, 

z=O.0282(8) for VO.7Mo0302 - defined to better than 35 standard deviations as different from the 

ideal Rutile structure case of z=o. Fig. 5a shows how well the structural model fits the observed 



data for Vo.7MooJ02. The structural data for the VI-xMox02 series are presented Table I. 

Structural models for which the metals were allowed to move off the chain axis, i.e. to metal 

positions of the type (x,x,z) or (x,O,z), did not result in improvements in the fits. The inset to Fig. 

5a shows the intrapair and interpair M-M separation as a function of Mo doping in VI-xMox0 2. 

Differences in the composition dependencies of these separations are the underlying cause of the 

broad peak in the composition dependence of the c axis in the tetragonal phase seen in Fig. I, but 

how this is connected to the electronic characteristics ofthe system remains an open question. 

The metal ion displacements are the signature of the Peierls distortion, and thus the 

crystal structure refinements indicate unambiguously that M-M pairs are present in metallic VI_ 

xMOx02. Unlike the case for insulating V02, however, the statistical occupancy shows that the 

M-M pairs are only short-range ordered in the doped metallic phases. To obtain a more local 

picture of the structure of the metallic phases, nanoscale electron diffraction was performed at 

room temperature on compositions within the metallic regime. With a relatively large incident 

electron beam (diameter>100 nm), the diffraction patterns e.g. for Vo.SMOO.s02 (Fig. 5b) reveal 

the presence of weak superlattice reflections at positions in the reciprocal space of the tetragonal 

phase that suggest the presence of small twin domains in the material. Scanning crystallites with 

a beam focused to cover an area of about 5 nm correspondingly showed two sets of superlattice 

reflections, in different spatial regions; Fig. 5c displays primarily one of the sets. The diffraction 

patterns observed with the beam size of greater than 100 nm are therefore a superposition of 

diffraction patterns from several very small regions: the true local symmetry is observed only in 

the very small region whose diffraction pattern is seen in Fig. 5c. The positions and intensities of 

the observed superlattice reflections are consistent with those expected for a monoclinic VOr 

like structure. The true local structure of the metallic V1-xMox0 2 phases is therefore monoclinic, 



with a domain size larger than 5 nm but significantly smaller than 100 nm. V02-like M-M pairs 

are still present in the doped metallic V1-xMox0 2 phase, but the coherence of the pairs has been 

broken on a very short length scale. Averaging the very small monoclinic domains over their 

different orientations yields the tetragonal average structure characterized in the powder X-ray 

diffraction experiment. It would be of interest if the correlated metallic regions recently observed 

V02 above its I-M were nanometer size n"Irw.".. 

Our proposed general phase diagram for the V1-xMox02 system is presented in Fig. 6. The 

M-I transition temperature (T M-I) of 340 K in V02 decreases linearly with Mo concentration, 

consistent with previous reports25 . This linear decrease with doping is unusual and is thus far 

unexplained. For x greater than about 0.16, the once-sharp M-I transition broadens; and beyond 

x=0.18 can no longer be seen. The white area in the diagram corresponds to the region where the 

crossover from a Curie Weiss moment state to an intermediate mass state is observed. Four 

compositions in this composition region (x=0.18, 0.25,0.30 and 0.35) were tested resistively for 

superconductivity and were found to be normal metals down to 0.35 K. At higher x, beginning at 

about 0.4, the decreases in y and 'XJJ and the corresponding increase in Peff suggest a subtle 

crossover to a metal where magnetic correlations increasingly dominate the electronic properties. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The metallic state in Vl-xMox02 occurs in the presence of the Peierls distortion, and thus 

alone is not sufficient to result in an insulating material. Peierls pairing is 

robust against the electron doping, though it does change in detail. The metallic state and the 

tetragonal symmetry crystal structure with no V-V pairing32 are intimately linked in undoped 

V02. Our X-ray and electron diffraction studies of the metallic phase of V l-xMox02 show, 

however, that the apparent tetragonal symmetry in the doped case arises due to spatial averaging 
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over very small domains, each with monoclinic symmetry. A short range ordered Peierls state 

exists in the metallic phase of Y'-xMOx02, and thus the M-I transition in doped Y02 (for 

compositions such as Yo.9MoOI02) is not strictly analogous to that in undoped Y02: for the 

doped phases, a transition from short range to long range ordered Peierls states must also playa 

role at the M-I transition. 

In a fully local picture, the appearance of Curie-Weiss magnetism in Yl-xMox02 might be 

attributed to broken spin singlets, with each Mo-Y pair releasing a spin. This appears to be the 

case for insulating Y1-xNbx0 2, where the Nb dopant is 5+, 4Jl spin 0, and every doped Nb5
+ 

quantitatively releases exactly one localized spin I moment, as a y4+- y4+ spin singlet pair 

3becomes a y + (3et, spin 1)-Nb5
+ pair,o,33-36. Local moments observed in insulating Ga37 and W38 

doped Y02 have also been attributed to broken singlets. Y'-xMOx02, however, is much less 

straightforward, as the induced magnetic moment is not directly proportional to the Mo 

concentration and never reaches the local moment spin Yz value. Although this implies that the 

moments are fully itinerant in YI-xMox02, a sharp dividing line between localized and itinerant 

behavior on going from Nb to Mo dopants in Y02 would be surprising. 

The current study thus lends strong support to the Mott-Peierls scenario for the insulator 

to metal transition in Y02, but at the same time raises many questions about localized vs. 

itinerant behavior when Y02 is chemically doped to a metallic conductivity, and further about 

how the long- and short-range crystal structures observed reflect the underlying changes in the 

electronic states. As has been the case all through its history, Y02 has the critical combination of 

conceptually simple structure and complex electronic properties to suggest that it can also serve 

as an excellent model system for investigating the balance between local and non-local behavior 

in doped correlated electron materials. 



Methods 

Polycrystalline VI-xMox02 samples were synthesized for 0 s: x s: 0.50 by standard solid

state techniques. High purity V02, V20 3, V20S, Mo and Mo02 starting materials were 

thoroughly ground together in the appropriate exactly stoichiometric amounts, pressed into 

pellets, and sealed in evacuated quartz tubes. The tubes were slowly heated to 1150 °C and then 

held there for 10 days. Crystals employed for resistivity measurements in the metallic 

composition regime grew within the as-made pellets during the synthesis. The compositions of 

these crystals were confirmed by EDAX through comparison to polycrystalline standards. The 

crystallographic unit cell parameters at room temperature were determined by least squares fits 

to laboratory X-ray powder diffraction peak positions, employing a Bruker 08 diffractometer 

with Cu Ka radiation with a graphite diffracted beam monochromator. Quantitative structural 

refinement was performed for representative compositions using synchrotron powder X-ray 

diffraction data, collected at 300 K at the NSLS at Brookhaven National Laboratory on beamline 

X16A. Rietveld refinements of the diffraction data were completed using TOPAS 2.1 (laboratory 

data) and GSAS39 (synchrotron data). Electron diffraction studies were performed with a 

CM200, and nanodiffraction with a beam diameter of about 5 nm with a CM300UT, both 

equipped with FEG. Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements were 

performed in a Quantum Design PPMS system from 5 K to 350 K. Temperature dependent 

resistivity measurements were made between 2 K and 370 K on bars cut from as-synthesized 

pellets, or for single crystals for the metallic compositions, in the Quantum Design PPMS using 

the standard four-probe method. Heat capacity data was obtained using a standard semi-adiabatic 

heat pulse technique in the Quantum Design PPMS on bars cut from as-made polycrystalline 

pellets or on powders pressed with Ag. 
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Figures 

Fig. 1 (a) Unit ceil parameters at 298K for V1-xMo x0 2 for 0:Sx:S0.5. For comparison, the 

monoclinic cell for low x has been transformed into the comparable tetragonal fonn, in which 

amon ;::;: 2Cteb bmon atetn Cmon ;::;: btetr-Ctctr. The cell parameters for pure V02 in the tetragonal phase 

at 360 K36 are also shown. Inset: The unit cell of tetragonal, high temperature V02; the V06 

octahedra are emphasized the polyhedral rendering. The chain direction is along the 

crystallographic c axis, and a is perpendicular to the chains. (b) normalized temperature 

dependent resistivities for polycrystalline bars of V1-xMoxOz (0:Sx:S0.14). Inset: temperature 

dependent resistivities of single crystals of Vl-xMoxOz in the metallic composition regime, 

measured along the c axis. 

Fig. 2 (a) Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibilities for VI-xMox02 for 0:sx:S0.2 and (b) 

for 0.2:sx:S0.5. The metal-insulator transition temperature is marked by a sudden decrease 

susceptibility. Inset (b), X at 250 K increases sharply as the I-M transition is crossed on Mo 

doping, then slowly decreases in the metallic phase between x=0.25 and x=0.50. The temperature 

independent part of the low temperature magnetic susceptibility XfJ determined from the fits of (c 

and d) is also shown (see text). (c and d) The low temperature susceptibility data presented as 

1/(X-Xo) versus T, with linear fits to the Curie-Weiss law from 5-40 K shown. 

Fig. 3 The low temperature heat capacity for selected compositions in V l-xMox02, plotted as 

Cp/T vs T2 to emphasize the Cp= yT + ~T3 behavior. Lines are from the linear fits to the data at 

temperatures above the lowest temperature upturns. 

Fig. 4 The effective moment per formula unit (Peft) and the coefficient of electronic specific heat 

(y), as a function of molybdenum dop.ing in V l-xMox02, determined from tits to the data in figure 

2b and c and Fig 3. The comparison highlights the development of the Curie-Weiss moments on 

http:0:Sx:S0.14


doping and then their decrease corresponding to the composition where the electronic specific 

heat is largest. Inset: The effective moment per pair (Pefrir
) as a function of composition. 


Fig. Sa Room temperature synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction pattern of a representative 


composition in the metallic composition regime, VO.70MoOJ002. points are the observed 


intensities, and the solid is the fit to the structural model in the tetragonal phase that includes 


displacements of the V fMo ions from their ideal positions to form metal-metal pairs along the c 


axis. The line at the bottom of the plot, the difference between the model and the fit, shows 


excellent agreement. Inset: the composition dependent evolution of the M-M pair separations 


within the metallic phase Vl-xMox02 at room temperature, determined by using the refined 


fractional z coordinates for the metal atoms and refined crystallographic cell parameters. (b) 


Typical electron diffraction pattern of V0.5MOOS02 at room temperature showing super


reflections (marked by horizontal arrows). The primary peaks in the diffraction patterns are 


indexed using the basic tetragonal lattice of V02 (a=b=4.68, c=2.85); the positions of the 


superreflections can be described with an additional vector q. (c) The [02-1] diffraction zone 


recorded from a small area « 1 0 nm): q vectors are observed along /S(l21) * and Y2(12-1)* but 


with clearly different intensities, indicating that the symmetry of the superstructure is much 


lower. It is monoclinic. 


Figure 6 The proposed electronic phase diagram for Vl-xMox02. 
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Table 1: Crystal structure parameters for the tetragonal symmetry compositions of V1-xMox0 2 at 

300 K, determined by refinement of synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction data. Space group 

P42/mnm. Unit cell parameters a and c (in A), V and Mo in position 4e, which is statistically 

4f, atomic positions in fractional cell coordinates, occupied 0.5 atom per site, 0 in 

isotropic thermal parameters Uiso in A2, standard deviations in parentheses. X2 is the measure of 

the goodness of fit. 

x a (A) c(A) lOO*Uiso I 0 4/ (x/x,O): I lOO*Uiso 

x= 
2 

1.414 
1.467 
1,502 
1.431 
1,564 
1.495 
1,714 
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